What happens when wait-time is used during questioning in the classroom?
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Rationale
Black et al (2004) state that “expecting an answer from a student in a short amount of wait
time can only encourage short memorised facts and answers”. An article by Stahl (1994)
discusses Mary Budd Rowes’ research and the various wait time periods she experimented
with. The research suggested “periods of silence that followed teacher questions and students'
completed responses rarely lasted more than 1.5 seconds in typical classrooms” (Rowe 1972).
Rowe then discovered that when the periods of silence following a question lasted at least
three seconds, positive things happened to both pupil and teacher behaviours and attitudes.
The aim of this enquiry was to observe the effect on pupil answers when using increasing
wait times during questioning in class.

Aims
To determine if an increase in wait time during questioning has an effect on:
•
•
•

The number of pupils volunteering an answer
Correct responses given
The detail given in written and oral answers, focusing on a differentiated group of
pupils

Methodology
Throughout weeks 1-4, 3 techniques were used in the classroom to research wait time during
questioning, the wait time for each method was increased each week. The methods chosen
were:
1. Use of show me boards for a whole class quiz, pupils were to choose from answers
A, B or C.
2. Use of the Tigger questioning technique during verbal questions and answers.
3. Written responses to a planned activity. Pupils were given appropriate time to
respond to a question/activity and hand in a written answer.

The show me board quiz was designed for use by the whole class to assess the number of
answers attempted at each given wait time. The other two methods focused on a
differentiated group of pupils who remained the same throughout the 4 week period. The
written element of the research was added during the study to add another dimension to the
enquiry and determine whether there was an impact on pupil work when increasing working
time. The working time was planned based on a certain activity each week.

Findings
Show me board quiz results:
3 questions were asked each week and results collated to give an average.
WEEK

WAIT TIME

NUMBER OF PUPILS
OFFERING RESPONSE
ON AVERAGE

CORRECT
RESPONSES
(AVERAGE)

1

1 SECOND

35/48

26

2

3 SECONDS

43/45

41

3

5 SECONDS

48/48

44

4

7 SECONDS

48/48 (90% answered at
5 seconds)

43

Written response results:
Pupils were given one activity/question each week and were to provide a written answer. A
timer was displayed on the board each session corresponding with the wait/work time.
WEEK
1 (5 MINUTES
TO WRITE)

PUPIL A

A short
response
given, no time
to spell check.
“What has Ahmeti However, able
to identify the
done wrong
key points very
online so far?
What advice can briefly. Pupil
ran out of time.
you give her in
future”

PUPIL B

PUPIL C

PUPIL D

A detailed,
well written
answer.
Answer
submitted
with time
left.

A detailed answer,
discussed well,
grammatically
correct. Needed the
full 5 minutes.

A short
response, one
sentence. No
spell check.
This pupil ran
out of time.

2 (8 MINUTES)

A reasonable
response.
However,
‘Give a definition required more
time to process
of a digital
the question.
footprint and list
Response was
reasons why it is
important to leave more detailed
than week one
a positive one’

A very
detailed and
well thought
out answer.
Pupil has
clearly had
enough time
to process the
question
before
responding.
A far longer
answer than
week 1.

Well thought out
and detailed answer,
hit the key points.
Answer
approximately the
same length as the
answer given in
week 1.

A short
response, no
longer than
week 1.
Answer
incorrect. 8
minutes is not
enough time
for this pupil
to process the
question and
give a
response.

3 (12 MINUTES)

Listed all 5
SMART rules,
and was able
to give a brief
explanation.

Listed all 5,
gave a
detailed
explanation
of each rule
and a
definition of
what they are
for.

Listed all 5, and
gave a detailed
explanation of each
rule.

Listed all 5
rules,
definition was
short but
correct.

Didn’t seem to
understand the
question,
handed in with
6 minutes to
spare.

Full, detailed
& correct
handed in
with 5
minutes to
spare

Full, detailed and
correct handed in
with 6 minutes to
spare

Good answer
& correct,
handed in
with 4
minutes to
spare

‘Recall the 5
SMART internet
rules and give a
definition of each’

4 (15 MINUTES)

‘What is the
facebook
experiment and
what was the
teacher trying to
achieve by setting
this up?’

The data for the written work element of the research (looking at response rather than wait
time) provides interesting confirmation that if we try to shoehorn all pupils into a set

timeframe for completing an activity, even if the time limit has been carefully considered
during planning, we obtain differential outcomes:
•
•
•

Some pupils do not complete the work in time, therefore their learning is incomplete.
Some pupils in rushing to complete work in the given time frame produce errors that
need to be rectified.
Some pupils finish the work within the allocated time period or with time to spare.

See Appendix A for evidence of written work from week’s 1-4.
Verbal Question and Answer Session Results:
The “TIGGER” questioning technique was used here to bounce questions onto another pupil
if the answer was unknown.
WEEK

PUPIL A

PUPIL B

PUPIL C

PUPIL D

1 (1 SECOND)

Couldn’t
answer.

Gave a very
brief point,
could not
elaborate
(Bounced to
pupil D).

Couldn’t
answer.

Gave a short,
but correct
response.

2 (3
SECONDS)

Couldn’t
answer
(bounced to
pupil C).

Answered
correctly.

Answered
correctly.

Answered
correctly.

3 (5
SECONDS)

Couldn’t
answer
(bounced
question to
pupil B).

Gave a correct
and detailed
answer.

Gave a correct
and detailed
answer.

Gave a correct
answer.

4 (7
SECONDS)

Answered
correctly within
5 seconds.

Answered
correctly within
5 seconds.

Answered
correctly at 7
seconds.

Answered
correctly at 7
seconds.

The data gathered for the verbal aspect of wait time confirms what we know about improved
quality of response when we provide additional time to respond.
Conclusions
Results from the 3 variables over the 4 weeks were as follows:
Show me board quiz:

As more wait time is given, more students are attempting an answer. There is also an increase
in correct answers as students have had more processing time. A 7 second wait time is too
long for some, the majority of students could answer within 5 seconds.
Written work:
5 and 8 minutes is not long enough for every pupil to answer to their full potential, however
this also depends on the context of the question, whether or not the answer is achievable in
the given time. 12 minutes was the optimal response time for the questions given throughout
this enquiry from all 4 pupils, as indicated by the questionnaire.
Oral questioning results:
1 second is not enough time to allow pupils to process the question before giving an answer.
The 5 second wait time results were much more favourable with most pupils. The 7 second
wait time allowed all pupils to answer fully with spare time. The optimum wait time was 5
seconds.
Pupils were given a non-constant variable in week 4, which was a questionnaire to determine
which wait time was most suitable to them. See appendix B for pupils A, B, C & D
responses).
Overall, an increase in wait time within all variables gave an increase in pupil response and
the quality of the response given. However when reaching wait times over 5 seconds for
verbal/show me board there was no improvement in the answers given, therefore no benefit
to giving any longer. 5 seconds is the optimum wait time for this type of questioning.
Implications for Future Practice
This investigation shows a clear increase in pupils feeling confident enough to participate and
give an answer as wait time is increased and it is important for teaching and learning that
young people are given adequate thinking time in order to promote positive learning
experiences. Some pupils when undertaking written work (fast finishers) may require
supplementary tasks to allow them to meet their learning needs, this then allows the teacher
time to discuss any errors with pupils who may have fallen short of the success criteria,
giving time for review and consolidation. This would also allow pupils working at a slower
pace time to complete the task and in doing so meet their learning needs. I plan to share my
findings with my colleagues and continue to research methods surrounding wait time in the
classroom.
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